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The Needham Police Department is committed
to excellence in everything we do. We pledge
to maintain a close working relationship with
the community to protect life and property
and maintain a safe and peaceful environment
for all. We will perform our sworn duties
ethically, maintaining respect for individual
rights, human dignity, cultural diversity, and
community values.
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Needham Police Staffing
•

Chief: 1

•

Deputy Chief: 1

•

Lieutenants: 3

•

Sergeants: 7

•

Officers: 35
•

Patrol: 24

•

Prosecutor: 1

•

Detectives: 3

•

Community Service Officer: 1

•

School Resource Officers: 2

•

Administrative Patrol: 1

•

Motorcycle Officer: 1

•

Traffic Officer: 1

•

Community Outreach Officer: 1

•

Dispatchers: 5

•

Civilian Employees: 5
•

Total: 63

•

Total Sworn: 53
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Functional Chart

4

Sergeants
7 Total•

5 Patrol Sergeants

•

1 Administrative Sergeant

•

1 Detective Sergeant

Duties include, but not limited to:
• Plan and direct shift operations
• Provide law enforcement protection of property and life
• Apprehend those suspected of violation of the law
• They keep themselves abreast of the laws and all applicable
changes in department rules, local, state and federal laws
and regulations that effect police operations, as well as civil
rights of community personnel
• They supervise patrol officers on their assigned shifts and
are responsible for officers’ appearance, conduct,
proficiency, and discipline
• They answer questions, complaints, and/or problems
initiated by townspeople, department heads, the Union,
and/or officers as they arise
• Every sergeant has ancillary duties assigned to them
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Uniformed Patrol Division
Midnights
(12:00 a.m. to 8:00
a.m.)

Days
(8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.)

Evenings
(4:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.)

Sergeant: 1

Lieutenants: 1-4

Lieutenants: 1

Officers: minimum staff- 3
patrol officers

Sergeants: 1

Sergeants: 1-2

Officers: 5-7
minimum staff- 5 patrol
officers

Officers: 5-7
minimum staff- 5 patrol
officers

Dispatcher: 1

Dispatcher: 1

Minimum would be 5 on
road and one on the desk

Minimum would be 5 on
road and one on the desk

Dispatcher: 1

Minimum would be 4 on
road and one on the desk

The largest division within the
department and operates on a 24-hour
basis.
Its services include, but are not limited
to:
• Protecting life and property
• Enforcing all laws and town bylaws,
preserving peace and public order,
identifying criminal offenders and
criminal activity
• Apprehending offenders
• Performing general traffic
enforcement and services
• The Uniformed Patrol Division
works on a rotating schedule of
four days on shift and two days off
shift
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Detective Bureau
Currently, the Needham Police Department has three Detectives and one Detective Sergeant who oversees the
bureau. The Detective Bureau is under the general supervision of the Chief, and the Detective Sergeant supervises
the Detectives under his or her command. The Detective Bureau is responsible for investigating crimes against
persons and property (such as: larcenies, breaking and entering to businesses and residential homes, and assault
and batteries), financial and white-collar crimes, sexual assaults and abuse, child assault and abuse cases, and other
allegations of criminal conduct occurring within the Town or referred to the department from outside agencies.
Adult Prosecutor
The Needham Police Department currently has a full-time Court Prosecutor. The Prosecutor is responsible for the
preparation and presentation of cases at the District Court level. As the Department’s liaison with the court, the
Prosecutor coordinates the scheduling of cases and witnesses.
Juvenile Officer
The Needham Police Department currently has one part-time Juvenile Officer. The Juvenile Officer investigates and
processes all crimes involving persons up to the age of eighteen. She is available to the members of the
Department, as well as members of the community, for consultation on all matters affecting the handling of juvenile
offenders and youth related problems.
Education
Forty-one members of the police department have college degrees. There are 12 officers with master degrees, 1 law
degree, 1 MBA and 1 officer is pursuing his PHD.
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Community Service/Safety Officer
The Community Service Officer is under the direct supervision of the Lieutenant
in charge of Traffic and Community Safety. The Community Service Officer has
the primary responsibility of training, scheduling and supervising all Traffic
Supervisors (civilian positions) while creating a safe environment for children
around the schools. The general duties include, but are not limited to:
•

Supervises 18 Traffic Supervisors who cover 62 school crossings daily and
checks with them periodically to discuss safety/traffic concerns they might
have

•

Issue citations and/or speak to violators of traffic laws concerning school
buses and/or inappropriate driving in and around the schools

•

Periodically meets with principles and health and safety committees at each
school

•

Assists all Elementary School 3rd grade physical education teachers with 3rd
Grade Bike Rodeo

•

Issues bicycle licenses

•

Works with the Council on Aging and the Health Department regarding
elderly issues

•

Performs follow-up investigations with Elder Services (Springwell)

•

Serves as the Police liaison to the Commission of Disabilities

•

Serves as the Police liaison to the Norfolk County Sheriff’s Department
TRIAD Commission

•

Assists SRO with A.L.I.C.E. drills

•

Assists Fire Dept. with Fire drills
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Motorcycle Officer
• The Motorcycle Officer has been beneficial in terms of traffic
enforcement and community policing.
• The Department has seen a dramatic increase in the volume of
calls for police escorts for funeral processions etc., which
Motorcycle is essential in traffic management.
• The Motorcycle Officer assists in the safety of road races and is
highly visible throughout town for traffic enforcement

Traffic Unit
• The Traffic Unit conducts enforcement based on several
factors such as statistical analysis of crashes, citations,
enforcement and citizen complaints
• Frequently, the Police Department receives complaints from
citizens regarding traffic volume, blocked intersection and/or
speeding. Officers will increase selective enforcement in those
areas, in addition to performing general traffic enforcement
• The Needham Police Department receives Traffic Enforcement
Grant funding (provided by the Massachusetts Executive Office
of Public Safety and Security), which allows officers on an
overtime shift to conduct traffic enforcement with specific
objectives in mind
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School Resource Officer
• The NPD has 2 School Resource Officers
• High School
• Middle and Elementary Schools
• The NPD School Resource Officers play a valuable
role within our community and historically have
done an incredible job connecting with the
Needham youth in many ways.
• In the past, our SRO’s have attended sports
games/performing arts plays and concerts,
coached powderpuff, taught classes in the various
schools, and taken students to lunch.
• The COVID 19 pandemic bought on an entirely new
challenge for our SROs to accomplish their jobs
while working around numerous hurdles including
COVID19 restrictions, virtual school, different
cohorts, and juvenile mental health cases rising.
• Our SROs were constantly in touch with Needham
Public School guidance counselors to assist
students in need both in school and out of school.
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Below are some examples of what our SROs did last year:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

During the pandemic, our SROs would drop off food to numerous families in town who did
not have the means to get to the pick-up locations
Regularly pick up students and drive them to school when in-person school resumed
Taught in person and virtual classes at many of the Needham Public Schools (i.e., 4th
amendment classes, Self-defense classes, cooking classes, internet safety classes, bullying
classes, armed intruder trainings)
Held many classes with Staff at public and private schools in Needham during the pandemic
to review armed intruder scenarios
Brought two Needham students to get eye exams and glasses fittings because the students
could not see the board and their parents were unable to take them
• Then reached out to the Needham Police Union and various organizations in town to
have the glasses paid for
Would take walks with an autistic student during the early stages of the pandemic to get
him out of his house
Bought a hospitalized student toiletries, clothing, birthday gifts and books. They also visited
this student throughout her hospitalization
Connected with and have been resources for parents who have been struggling with their
children for many different reasons
Our SROs and Rocket (our Community Resource Dog) have made an increased amount of
home visits and classroom visits during the past year, particularly to help students
struggling with mental health issues
Helped tutor students for upcoming exams
Helped Needham students in need get into driving school free of cost
Run a free junior police academy for middle school students each summer
Donated bikes and bike helmets to students in need
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The vast majority of SRO involvement is initiated by the
School
Calls Initiated By:
• School: 46
• Victim: 9
• Youth & Family Services: 1
• Parent: 3
• Store Manager: 1
• SRO: 1
Many of the Interactions SROs have with BIPOC students are situations where they are a victim of a crime.
In our data there are many instances of BIPOC students fall into one of the following categories:
• victims
• runaways
• a participant in a fight
• a student driven to school
• a student who had a meal delivered to them.
• a student in which the school asking for help with a student in mental health crisis
The data also included instances where the reporting person was BIPOC or an adult guardian was involved in an
incident at a school.
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Mental Health
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Currently, there are 24 Needham officers certified in Crisis Intervention. Each year,
approximately 44 million adults will experience a serious mental health condition. Through
collaborative community partnerships and intensive training, CIT improves communication,
identifies mental health resources for those in crisis and ensures officer and community safety.
Our goal is to keep people with mental illness out of jail and in treatment, on the road to recovery.
On January 20, 2020, Needham Police named its 1st Community Outreach Officer to follow
up on Mental Health calls and work with the individual to obtain the resources that are
needed. Some of this officer’s duties are:
•

Follow up with persons involved in Mental Health calls and Substance Abuse calls by phone and then arrange a follow up visit
according to the Needham Community Crisis Intervention Team (NCCIT) Special Order

•

Act as a liaison to Beth Israel Deaconess Needham and Newton Wellesley Hospital to facilitate feedback and communication about
Mental Health and Substance Abuse related transports

•

Meet monthly with the Needham Community Crisis Intervention Team (NCCIT) and report on new cases, as well as ongoing cases
being managed

•

Meet quarterly with the Substance Prevention Alliance of Needham (SPAN)

•

Attend Norfolk District Attorney Monthly meetings regarding opioid abuse

•

Attend the Riverside System of Care discussions
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o Our clinician works with our Community Outreach Officer and provides officers
with clinical oversight to the support services
o 100% of officers have completed De-escalation mental health techniques for
first responders
o All officers are trained in Mental health First Aid
o Approximately 50% all of officers are trained Crisis intervention.

On December 18, 2020, the Needham
Police Department (in partnership with
the Dedham Police Department) hired a
Law Enforcement Clinician
through Riverside Community Care

•

We plan on training department but currently only offered 2 seats to this
training when available. Covid has delayed the availability of these classes,
but we will continue to train our officers.

•

I think there is confusion as to 20% being trained, the 20% threshold was
required to meet the requirements of the IACP one mind pledge. We
obviously have surpassed that requirement and will continue to do so
going forward.

Benefits:
Call to Dover PD man had a gun and was going to harm self. Worked with Dover PD
who kept individual on phone. Sgt responded and met with officers to develop a
plan of action prior to rushing in and forcing a dangerous situation. The COO, who is
familiar with the individual, responded to assist officers on scene. We were able to
get the individual to come out where he was greeted by officers and the COO was
able to talk to him through the incident and the situation concluded peacefully. The
individual was transported to a critical care facility.
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COO and Clinician Partnershipan example how they ’re making a difference
Currently working with an individual who has autism and
other mental health needs• He has struggled for years and has history of police
involvement
• COO/Clinician met with individual to address needs
• Clinician used her resources to apply for mental health
services, state agency involvement, and helped him fill
out applications
• Clinician worked with individual regarding living
arrangements and ride services
• Worked with individual to create a resume
• COO used contacts for potential job opportunities
• Worked with individual on interview preparation
• Worked with individual on mental health crisis
management, addressing family dynamics to limit police
response.
The individual was offered a job after
one of the interviews.
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Training
The Needham Police Department has strived to train officers to the highest standards
• The amount of training associated with potential use of force and decision-making
techniques to reduce the need for force by officers
• The Needham Police has exceeded what is required by both the State and The
Municipal Police Training Committee; however, we strive to be better.
• Here are some of highlights/changes implemented since the June 2020 Town
Meeting• Mandated Cultural Diversity and Implicit Bias Training for all Needham Police
Officers
• Mandatory De-escalation Training
• Crisis Intervention Training
• Policy Changes to include prohibiting force that compromises an individual’s
ability to breath
• Policy Changes requiring officers to immediately report, in writing, any
excessive force used by a fellow officer
• Electronic Control Device Policy (Taser) changes to limit its use when dealing
with the known mentally ill
• Creating a Community Outreach Officer that specifically deals with Needham
citizens that suffer with Mental Health
• MILO Training- An interactive use of force software system that emphasizes
proper decision making
• The introduction of 5 additional Less Lethal systems (Bean Bags)
• The purchase of 9 BOLA wraps. A device which restrains and individual without
pain or intense physical restraint techniques
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Training

(continued)

Diversity Training
All officers and dispatchers have recently completed Implicit Bias
Training
• A Lieutenant and Sergeant will be attending a Fair and
Impartial “Train the Trainer” event in late May
• They will be certified to use the materials to train the entire
department on Fair and Impartial Training this summer
Police training
All officers will have completed De-escalation Mental Health
Techniques for First Responders
•

Waiting on 2 new officers to complete training

De-escalation is emphasized in every use of force training scenario
Officers utilize such tactics as:
• Verbal communication
• Slowing down the pace of incident
• Warnings
• Waiting out a person

Milo Range Simulator

• Creating distance and cover
• Calling additional resources in to assist
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Use of Force
Preservation of human life is paramount to the Needham Police Department
Historically, The Needham Police Department has very few “Use of Force Incidents” in comparison to the number
of citizen interactions
• Lethal Force (discharge of a firearm) has only been used once since 1997
• Prior to that it was deployed once in the 1980’s and prior to that it was used one time in the late 1970’s.
In over 5 decades only 3 incidents of lethal force/firearm
The Use of Force incidents that Needham Police are involved in are a result of an individual’s level of unlawful
compliance/resistance rather than officer looking to harm the public
• We are obligated morally, by law and by policy to use only that level of force that is reasonable and
necessary to affect an arrest, to ensure public safety or protect ourselves or others from harm
• The degree of force used depends upon the individual’s resistance or threat perceived by the officer at
the exact time of the incident
• These situations are often dynamic and rapidly evolving requiring officers to make split second decisions
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Use of Force
Compliant subject (Level 1)
Communication skills; physical contact to guide subject; or compliant handcuffing
techniques.
Passive Resistant subject (Level 2)
Empty hand contact controls to guide or remove subject from an area and handcuff.
Active Resistant subject (Level 3)
Empty hand techniques to gain control (wristlock, arm-bar); distraction techniques
(joint manipulation, pressure points); chemical irritants (OC), or baton arm-lock. Use of the ECW in
a drive stun is also an example of a response at this level.
Assaultive / Bodily harm (Level 4)
Defensive tactics designed to cease the non-lethal assault such as empty hand strikes
(elbow, knee, head-butt, kicks, punches, and blocks); or less-lethal weapons (baton strikes, blocks,
and bean-bag gun). Full Deployment of the ECW where the probes “hit” the subject would also be
a response at this level.

Use of Force 2019-20
Totals – 21
2019 – 13
2020 – 8
Source
Calls for Service – 18
Initiated by Police – 3
Called in by Social Workers – 3
Type of Force
Most often used force,
Compliance Techniques
(Hands) – 17
Injuries to Subject – 0

Assaultive / Serious Bodily Harm or Death (Level 5)
The officer perceives that an assault on him/herself or another has risen, or is about to
rise, to a level with the potential to cause serious injury or death.
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Police Interaction Data
We are currently working with NUARI and the Needham Select Board to develop a metric for data collection and to
regularly report, and make available, key enforcement data, broken down by race, gender and residency, to identify
potential disparities and monitor trends over time.
Arrests and FIO’s
• Difficult to measure by percentage because the statistics are very low and any variation in data with lower totals can
create a big swing in the percentages.
• We feel that Motor Vehicle Stops is a best and most reliable indicator to use when determining potential racial
discrepancy or bias.
• These numbers are large and very stable over the last several years.
• We are one of the smaller number Police Departments that tracks all motor vehicle stops including stops resulting in
verbal warnings.
EJN Report
The EJN report references an increase in the percentage of BIPOC people arrested in the 2019-20 data they received and
state that it needs to be explored more closely. We did explore those numbers more closely.
Many of our arrests are for crimes that have a mandatory arrest by statute or a preferred arrest by statute (For Example:
Arrest Warrants, Domestic Assault and Battery, Violation of Protection Orders, and Operating Under the Influence)
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Police Interaction
Data (cont.)
In the 2019-20 Arrest Data, 22 out of 34 BIPOC arrests
involved crimes with a mandatory or preferred arrest.
3 Asian people arrested
• All 3 were arrested for Domestic Assault and Battery charges. One of which
included the charge of Strangulation / suffocation
16 Black people arrested in this data set
• 11 of those arrests included mandatory or preferred arrests
• 7 arrestees had active arrest warrants
• 2 were arrested for domestic assault and battery. One of which included the
charge of Strangulation / suffocation
• 1 was arrested for violation of an Abuse Prevention Order
• 1 was arrested for Operating under the influence of alcohol
• (other Arrests included Possession of Class C, Distribution of Class D, A&B on a
PO)
15 Hispanic people arrested
• 11 of those arrests included mandatory or preferred arrests
• 5 arrestees had active arrest warrants
• 1 was arrest for domestic assault and battery
• 2 were arrested for Operating under the influence
• (other Arrests included Fail to Register as Sex Offender, Possess Burglarious
Tools, Possess Heroin)
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Multiple Offenses
Why would an officer add multiple offenses to a traffic ticket, or criminal complaint?
In most cases, for example, when an officer pulls someone over for speeding. After an investigation, the officer finds that
the operator has no license or insurance.
• In a case like this, the officer will add the charge of unlicensed operation and uninsured MV.
• You still need to add the speeding charge to the ticket as this is the violation that led to the discovery of the other
offenses.
• From a legal standpoint, the officer must show the court that the MV stop was lawful which led to discovery of
the other offenses.
In some cases, you need offense A to get to offense B and C. (For example: Marked Lanes may lead to OUI)
• In this situation, the officer cannot let the operator leave as we would be liable if he/she were to get into an
accident etc.
• The officer isn’t piling on charges, he/she is trying to establish the legal requirement to prosecute the offense
committed.
The only basis for which additional charges are sought is whether probable cause is established for the crimes presented.
• On the criminal side, when officers respond to a domestic and are presented with domestic assault and battery,
that is one charge; however, may be presented with additional charges, such as suffocation or strangulation.
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Arrests / Complaints

• We looked at Motor Vehicle Stop
Data for the last few years.
• Our Officers arrest a smaller
percentage of BIPOC motorists than
white motorists when making
discretionary arrests.

2019

Total

Arrest

Summonsed

%

BIPOC

57

13

44

22.8%

White

77

34

43

44.2%

Total

Arrest

Summonsed

%

BIPOC

61

9

52

14.8%

White

40

14

26

35%

2020
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Goals and Priorities
• Work with stakeholders to sponsor a series of conversations between the public and police officers; especially, BIPOC individuals, to build
relationships and a stronger understanding of different perspectives and lived experiences.
• Meet regularly with stakeholder groups and communities of color to build mutual trust and respect.
• Implement all local components of the new State Police Reform Law, once additional guidance is made available.
• Continue Junior Police Academy this June and hold Citizen Police Academy in the Fall of 2021.
• It will be a priority to continue to explore and negotiate with the Unions to leave Civil Service which will allow us much needed flexibility in hiring
process for a more diverse department.
• Continue training officers in mental health, de-escalation, and bias related issues.
• We’ll have additional department sponsored trainings on threshold inquires and witness identification.
• Explore the accreditation process, with the potential to implement after the completion of the public safety building.
• Review the forthcoming report on Body Camera and recommendations from the Post Commission Study and re-evaluate program for Needham.
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In Partnership with our Community
Our officers strive to maintain communication and create partnerships within our community.

Coffee
with a Cop

4 times a year, we coordinate with the Center at the Heights
“C o f f e e w i t h a C o p ”. We treat the seniors to coffee and
donuts and sit down with them and chat with them.
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Participating in the Tug-of-War
N e e d h a m v. W e l l e s l e y
R e l a y f o r L i f e Fundraiser
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Road
Races

Visit to the Police Station

Crafts with a Cop
(via Zoom due to
Covid-19)

Town Events
School Field Trips to
the Police Station

Ride to School in
a police car
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Storytime with a Cop at the Little Red Schoolhouse

S e n i o r ’s D i n n e r
Visiting Seniors

Halloween
Neighborhood
Parade
Powder Puff Game

R.A.D. Self-Defense Classes
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Rocket

R o c k e t, our Community Resource Dog, is a valuable supplement to Needham Police Department
resources. Rocket provides interactions with members of our community to reduce anxiety and increase
communication between police officers and members of the public, provides comfort for people during
times of crisis, and provides aid and comfort to individuals, groups and communities impacted by
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violence, tragedy, or traumatic events.

Officer teaching a cooking
class at the High School

Self Defense
classes at the
High School

Simulating impairment
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Police
Station Tour

Officer keeping a
child occupied while
parents were
speaking with
clinicians
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Junior Police Academy

In partnership

with our community
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